
A little fretful calm is sweeter (wild city) – readings 34

mark so

[an open room, 5 people spaced ca. 5-7 ft. between adjacent individuals (configuration otherwise free)

one to each of  the 5 paragraphs of  John Ashbery's poem “Wild City,” given on the following page

[by each individual, using whatever means

a feature drawn from some other room, from its lived past or from memory
preparing some straightforward way to sustain it in the present

(a remnant subtracted from its original basis, rendered a portable event)

[each active twice

once reading a paragraph aloud normally; once quietly producing a sustaining feature for a long time
either order of  events, except: the first and last to read begin and end with their reading, respectively

paragraphs are read one at a time, spaced ca. 5' apart, in any order (determined spontaneously)
the first and last paragraphs to occur loosely mark the beginning and end of  the piece

sustaining features may be continuous or somewhat intermittent; introspect and detached in character

[freely, within the constraints above

each may separate her reading and sustaining feature to any extent
sustaining features may overlap one another and reading in any way

(leaving any spaces)

[a city in ruins

(sustaining feature(s) may begin prior to the first reading, and may continue beyond the last)

30 june – 16 july 2010
los angeles



1] 

On the dust bed the frequency of  the oscillations is rapidly becoming untenable. Make that amenable. Oh, and if  anyone calls tell 
them I've gone out to lunch, which, in fact, I have.

2] 

Their anniversary turned back into bed. One day on our pollen chart I notice the spots of  autumn are getting larger. The light is  
that self-confident yellow. I hear there's no perspective where you're going. That populous “upstate” of  dogs and ponies. Why 
make a picture then? Nobody said you had to brook rabble. A little fretful calm is sweeter than shrouded peaks, large birthday 
celebrations of  the new neighbor no one knows yet.

3] 

Good to get back to the queer stuff  after so unstable an interregnum, and we fed the poor just as it says here somewhere we're 
supposed to, but who knew how ravenous they can get! Heeded at night, they go on for a while as programmed, until it becomes 
glaringly evident that the beginning has collapsed and the serried ranks above are leaning together for support, glazed by the wind. 
Go, dummy, and ask for ice cream, chocolate and vanilla, and a mechanic if  they have one. My crankcase needs asperging.

4] 

While the trees were there a new and angry god took over. Pass the sugar tongs. It was just like it was going to be when it was  
over, yet still a lively sense of  being barely halfway there in the sunny beams did glide. Weigh his parchment carefully.

5] 

Then lo, I love more than one, which is impossible, unless the whisper of  wine itself  susurrate otherwise, in which case I agree to 
everything.  Here,  let's  sign  a  treaty,  or  tear  one  up,  and  the  eradication  of  borders  will  guide  us  more  faithfully  to  the 
customhouse. An angel on a dime casts an inquiring glance in our direction. Sure honey, you can ride for free. We're all going in 
the same direction. But I have to go back and get something I left in the cast-iron drugstore.

     – John Ashbery, “Wild City”


